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the region 
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Moving fire forward... 

The Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium strives to use the best information to measure our success at 

science delivery. To accomplish this, we regularly gather and assess information related to user types, questions 

asked, and which of our resources best meet regional fire-science needs.  

To this end, we have tracked participation in our program since its creation in 2012. Tracking participation 

allows us to identify potential user groups, document the allocation of our efforts, and gauge interest in the 

topics and events offered. To track participation, we group users as either professional natural resource managers 

(state, federal, non-governmental organization), scientists, or private individuals (non-natural resource profession-

als). Since 2012, participation levels have been greatest for state and federal professionals; together these groups 

represent over half of our participants. Participation of all groups has steadily risen through time, but the least 

represented group has been private individuals. As we have become more efficient at information delivery, we 

have added efforts to better serve this group. 

Private individuals with interest in fire science have typically been landowners, K-12 students, and teachers. 

Often, landowners attend our events because they desire training and experience with prescribed fire manage-

ment. Students and teachers are more often interested in gaining knowledge than training and experience. For  

K-12 teachers, fire science fits well into curricula related to biology, physics, and chemistry, and can serve as a 

‘hook’ for interest and engagement in physical sciences.  

The final portion of the private 

individuals group that is largest, 

and likely least engaged, is the 

general public. This group of 

private individuals differs from 

landowners and students/

educators in that they often do 

not actively seek our services, but 

engage with fire through passive 

means such as news media or 

incidentally witnessing a wildfire 

or prescribed fire management. 

Though this group does not 

directly make fire science or 

FIRE SCIENCE ACCESS FOR ALL 

...Cont’d on Page 4 

 Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium participation per user group for each 

program year.  

http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Oak-Woodlands-and-Forests-Fire-Consortium/302945966434157
https://twitter.com/#!/oakfirescience
http://vimeo.com/oakfirescience
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n this study, researchers evaluated soil changes in carbon, 

nitrogen, and phosphorous in an oak-dominated forest in 

northern Illinois, USA, after annual low-intensity prescribed 

burning for more than 30 years.  

Predicting soil responses to fire can be challenging because 

reactions vary depending on ecological conditions, fire 

frequency, fire intensity, and type of vegetation burned. Based 

on existing literature, researchers hypothesized that annual 

burning would produce soils with increased pH, higher levels of 

phosphorus and organic matter, and lower amounts of carbon 

and nitrogen.  

Four centuries ago, the study site, located at the Morton Arboretum near Chicago, IL, was predominantly oak savanna (mainly bur and white oak) with 

some prairie. Extensive timber harvesting and fire suppression followed European settlement, resulting in a dense forest now dominated by sugar maple, 

white oak, ironwood, and American basswood. At the site, a thin layer of loess covers glacial till, consisting of deep Alfisols that are primarily silt loams in the 

Beecher and Ozaukee soil series. 

The study area consists of two 25-hectare units, one burned and one unburned. Fourteen small plots (15x15 meters) were established in the burned unit, 

and 18 were set up in the unburned unit. Low- to moderate-intensity prescribed fires have occurred annually since 1985, usually in the fall season. Fires 

commonly consumed between 30-100% of the leaf and herbaceous litter.  

Soil samples were obtained 14 months after the most recent burn. Soil properties analyzed were organic matter, pH, total carbon and nitrogen, available 

carbon, and available phosphorus and nitrogen (both organic and inorganic). Inorganic nitrogen was further separated into ammonium or nitrate. 

Additional measurements were made, by element, of soil microbial biomass, mineralization rates, and quantities of five extracellular enzymes.  

Soil organic matter, soil pH, and total soil carbon were higher in burned areas than unburned. Burned areas also contained a slightly higher (but not 

statistically significant) quantity of available soil carbon. No changes in carbon mineralization or soil phosphorus were observed. 

Soils in burned areas contained significantly more soil nitrogen than those unburned. Organic nitrogen concentrations were 27% higher in burned areas, 

and nitrate concentrations (inorganic) were 54% higher. However, the ratio between organic and inorganic nitrogen was the same between burned and 

unburned areas. Microbial biomass in burned areas contained increased nitrogen but no substantial increase in carbon or phosphorus.  

Differences in soil pH were attributed to increases in potassium, magnesium, calcium, and ash, and the higher organic matter was due to incomplete 

consumption of vegetation at low fire temperatures. The increase in total carbon was explained, in part, by an increase of herbaceous litter, fostered by the 

annual fires, as this material charred but did not fully burn. 

Researchers expected to find higher concentrations of phosphorus in burned soils because phosphorus volatizes at a higher temperature compared to 

carbon and nitrogen. The unexpected lack of added phosphorus may have been due to already naturally abundant phosphorus in local soils, which was a 

result of relatively recent glaciation.  

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT: 
Prescription side effects: Long-term, high-frequency  

controlled burning enhances nitrogen availability  

in an Illinois oak-dominated forest 

I  Management  Implications 
 

  Low-intensity annual burning increased concentrations of nitrogen in the 

soil in relation to carbon and phosphorus. 

  Increased soil nitrogen could significantly alter plant community 

composition, giving a competitive advantage to certain plant species, such 
as invasive buckthorn, while negatively affecting species adapted to low-
nitrogen soils, such as oaks. 

Moving fire forward... 

Quinn A. Taylor and Meghan G. Midgley 

Forest Ecology and Management 411 (2018) 82-89   

...Cont’d on Page 3 
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378112717318583
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378112717318583
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Research Highlight, continued:  

Moving fire forward... 

 

Download a printable version of this research brief  

HERE 

Avis, P.G., Mueller, G.M., Lussenhop, J., 2008. Ectomycorrhizal fungal 
communities in two North American oak forests respond to nitrogen 
addition. New Phytol. 179 (2), 472–483.  
 
Treseder, K.K., 2004. A meta-analysis of mycorrhizal responses to nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and atmospheric CO2 in field studies. New Phytol. 164 (2), 
347–355.  

FOR FURTHER READING  

Study authors concluded that the annual, low-intensity fires have 

produced different soil conditions than would result from high-intensity 

fires. High-intensity fires are more likely to volatize and reduce soil 

nitrogen. The authors call the higher soil nitrogen due to lower intensity 

fires a prescription “side-effect.” 

Forest soils in the eastern U.S. were historically limited in nitrogen. 

Though a common management goal of prescribed fire is to promote 

oaks, study authors suggest that the increased nitrogen in burned soil may 

actually hinder oak regeneration or growth, and instead promote invasive 

species such as buckthorn. Higher intensity fires would potentially create 

soil conditions better suited to oaks. 

Another potential side effect of higher soil nitrogen is a slowing of the 

colonization of tree roots by ectomycorrhizal fungi, which have a 

symbiotic relationship with oak trees. Changes in soil biomass observed 

during the study may indicate a shift from a fungal-dominated to a 

bacteria-dominated microbial community. (See Avis et al. 2008, and 

Treseder 2004, below, for more about nitrogen’s impact on soil 

organisms.)  
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AUTHOR’S POSTSCRIPT  

The (study’s) findings don’t indicate that land managers should stop using con-

trolled burning as a restoration tactic; however they do suggest that there are trade-

offs for native plants and that more research is needed to understand them. As fire 

has significant impacts on soil carbon and nutrients, continuing to evaluate the 

impacts of repeated, low-intensity prescribed burning on oak forest soil will be critical 

to understanding and predicting burning effects on vegetation dynamics and ecosys-

tem functions in the future. 

 — Meghan Midgley, co-author  

Fig. 1. (a) Dissolved organic C, (b) total available N split into organic and inorgan-

ic (ammonium and nitrate) components, and (c) total available P split into fractions 

of H1 (inorganic resin extracted P) and H2 (inorganic and organic bicarbonate 

extracted P) components in 0-5 and 5-15 cm samples of burned and unburned soils 

from plots in the Morton Arboretum’s East Woods. Soil layers are measured in cm 

below the surface. Bars are mean ratios of totals; one standard error of the mean is 

presented. Open, unburned plots; hash marks, burned plots.  
Chart is reprinted with permission from 

Forest Ecology and Management, 411 (2018)  82-89 

 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 

http://www.oakfirescience.com/search-results/?category=Research+Brief%2FSynthesis
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-8137.2008.02491.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-8137.2008.02491.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-8137.2008.02491.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-8137.2004.01159.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-8137.2004.01159.x
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1469-8137.2004.01159.x
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378112717318583
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FIRE SCIENCE ACCESS FOR ALL, cont. from pg1:  

management decisions, they are critical 

to natural resource decision-making 

through their responses. Examples of 

responses include voiced opinions, 

voting for public officials, and 

participation in scoping processes 

conducted by state and federal land 

management agencies. 

In the future, take notice of our new 

efforts and resources designed, in part, 

to serve private individuals. Efforts 

include developing a fire science 

curriculum for educators, increased 

exposure to online resources, and 

private landowner tailored workshops.  

Moving fire forward... 
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 Three new presentation recordings 
are available on our  

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION 

CLICK HERE  

Hands-on activities for every age group K-12, and adult education.  
Ideas for teaching students about wildland fire behavior, ecology, and 

management. Activities related to traditional fire use by Native Americans.  

FireWorks Educator Workshop 
 June 13-14, 2018  

Fire Sciences Lab, Missoula, MT  

Jenks High School (Tulsa, OK) students conduct field research before, during, and after a prescribed burn as part of an AP 

environmental science class. Course instructor Bryan Yockers uses fire to increase interest in science learning, as part of Jenks 

FERST (Fire Ecology Research Station for Teaching) program, and partners with personnel and graduate students from Okla-

homa State University to safely conduct the burn.  (Photo: Bryan Yockers)  

channel 

“Silviculture to Restore Oak Woodlands”  
from the Oak Symposium, 

October 23-26, 2017, Knoxville, Tennessee 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH ALL 3 VIDEOS 

http://www.frames.gov/fireworks/fireworks-home/
https://vimeo.com/channels/1343191
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Moving fire forward... 

 
More information  

HERE 

This free fire ecology workshop will cover:  
 The historical role and ecology of fire in the Missouri Ozarks;  
 Why public land managers use prescribed fire; 
 How fire can be used to manage wildlife habitat; and 
 Cost-sharing opportunities for fire management on private property.  

Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop Series  
  May 12, 2018 

10 a.m.—2:30 p.m.  
Twin Pines Conservation 
Education Center, Winona, Mo.  
Field tour: Chilton Creek 
Research and Demonstration Area 

 May 19, 2018 
10 a.m.—2:30 p.m.  
Roaring River State Park,  
Cassville, Mo.  
Field Tour: Roaring River  
State Park 

 June 2, 2018  
10 a.m.—2:30 p.m.  
Mineral Area College,  
Farmington, Mo.  
Field tour: St. Joe State Park 
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Pre-registration is required. Register here or by phone: 573-884-9262  
Questions: Joe Marschall marschallj@missouri.edu.   

Lunch will be provided, courtesy of the Missouri Chapter of the National 
Wild Turkey Federation and the Conservation Federation of Missouri.  

 

 

September 11, 2018  
Dr. Lee Frelich 
University of Minnesota 

Sneak peek at our 2018 Fall Fire Science Webinar Series     

November 20, 2018 
Dr. Greg Nowacki 
U.S. Forest Service  

 

Funding Opportunity Announcement  

The Joint Fire Science Program is accepting proposals for the 2018 Graduate 

Research Innovation (GRIN) awards until May 30, 2018. Current master’s or 

doctoral students conducting research in the field of wildland fire and related 

sciences may apply.  CLICK HERE  for more information. 

December 4, 2018 
Dr. Matthew Lashley 
Mississippi State University 

Date TBA  
Dr. Shelly Wiggam 
Kansas State University 

http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2017/9/2/landowner-fire-ecology-workshop
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2017/9/2/landowner-fire-ecology-workshop
http://marschallj@missouri.edu/
http://www.firescience.gov/
https://www.firescience.gov/JFSP_funding_announcements.cfm
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Restoration activities compared at the Trail of Tears State Forest 
Demonstration Management Area include prescribed fire applied before 
and after forest cutting treatments, alongside two control (no treatment) 
units. One of the cutting treatments is midstory (pre-commercial) cut-
ting only, and the other is a selective commercial harvest of the overstory 
with midstory thinning. To date, the ‘burn-first’ treatment has been 
implemented (spring 2018 burn pictured lower-left); midstory cutting 
has been conducted at one of the ‘cut-first’ treatment units (top-right 
photo, ~23 ft2/acre basal area removed); and both the overstory and 

 

FIRE SCIENCE 
HOT SPOTS 

In this feature, we bring into 

focus fire science on-the-ground 

in the region’s oak woodlands 

Trail of Tears State Forest Demonstration Management Area 
  The Trail of Tears State Forest Demonstration Management Area includes 935 of the 5,000 acre 
Trail of Tears State Forest (a regionally important forest block) managed by the Illinois Department 
of Natural Resources (IDNR). Similar to many oak ecosystems across the eastern U.S., the oak-
hickory community here is undergoing significant changes in species composition and forest struc-
ture. Inventory data reveal that the number of oak trees in the forest overstory at Trail of Tears 
State Forest have decreased by about 50 percent between 1980 and 2014, along with a steady in-
crease in American beech and sugar maple trees in the forest midstory (top-left photo), causing 
increased dense shade. The reduced sunlight levels lead to reduced diversity in the native plant 
community, and consequently, to decreased quality and diversity of wildlife habitat. This landscape-
scale experiment and demonstration area examines the ecological effects of different combinations 
and sequences of management activities (forest thinning and prescribed burning) commonly implemented for oak-
hickory ecosystem restoration. Though these restoration activities are increasingly being implemented across the 
eastern U.S., little information exists regarding the optimum sequence of treatments (cut or burn first?), and what 
combination and timing will lead to the most desired results. Seeking answers to these questions has resulted in this 
innovative experiment, led by the IDNR, along with important partners, including Southern Illinois University, 
Illinois Natural History Survey, Shawnee National Forest, The Nature Conservancy, Southern Illinois Burn Associa-
tion, and others, to implement the treatments, collect and assess the results, and make the information accessible.    

Moving fire forward... 

midstory cutting have occurred in the other ‘cut-first’ unit, with ~34 ft2/
acre basal area removed (both inset photos). Data collection includes forest 
overstory and understory, bird community, and herbaceous plants. Numer-
ous workshops and field tours have occurred (bottom-right photo, October 
2015 event attended by regional land owners, land managers, project part-
ners, and researchers). Click on each photo for full-size images and to 
download. Photo credits: Top row and insets, Benjamin Snyder (IDNR); 
bottom-left: Jody Shimp (Let the Sun Shine In!); bottom-right: Oak  
Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium. For more information  
contact: Benjamin.Snyder@Illinois.gov                                                                           

https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakfirescience/40786986565/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakfirescience/40786989695/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakfirescience/39870868210/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakfirescience/40786987295/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakfirescience/40786990525/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oakfirescience/39870859480/in/photostream/
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SPOTLIGHT  
In an effort to introduce you to new people and information from the region, 
we interview fire practitioners and researchers about timely topics. In this 
issue, we asked these questions of  Jared Calvert, Silviculturalist on 
Kentucky’s Daniel Boone National Forest.  

What are some of the greatest fire research needs 

for Kentucky? 

JC: From the rugged hills of Eastern Kentucky to the Cumberland Plateau 
and beyond there is an extremely high amount of diversity in Kentucky’s 
forests. When you couple that with an increase in mesophication, fire 
suppression, shift in disturbance regimes, decrease in shortleaf pine 
communities, and the loss of American chestnut, we see a disruption of 
historical species-environmental relationships. In areas where shortleaf pine 
and other fire-resilient species dominated, we are seeing a proliferation of fire-
sensitive species migrating into the understory and being recruited into the 
canopy. Given the broad range of highly diversified environmental gradients 
in Kentucky, we need more fire research to better understand these 
relationships. Specifically, we need research related to understanding the 
complex species interactions over these gradients and how fire can be better 
incorporated with other silvicultural tools within site-specific prescriptions 
across larger landscapes chosen for restoration. 

What is your biggest concern when deciding to use 

fire to manage oak woodlands and forests?  

JC: One of the major concerns that is often cited regarding fire as a management tool is the capacity to plan and implement large scale restoration 
projects. Fortunately, I have been able to work with a broad range of collaborators including state and federal partners, as well as private landowners, in 
the development of large landscape restoration projects and mechanisms to reduce concerns related to capacity. I believe it is crucial to develop strong 
collaborative groups that strengthen the stewardship of public and private lands. 

In your opinion what is the greatest advantage to using prescribed fire when managing oak woodlands and 

forests?  

JC: I believe one of the greatest advantages of prescribed fire is that it can be modified to meet the management objectives of interest. By adjusting the 
seasonality of fire, return intervals, intensity, rate of spread, as well as many other parameters, we can use fire in a broad range of silvicultural applications 
that meet many diverse needs across the landscape. 

    Jared Calvert, recently 
named Forest Silviculturist 
on Daniel Boone National 
Forest (DBNF), is 
interested in prescribed 
fire’s utility as a refined 
and precise forest 
ecosystem management 
tool. Prior to accepting his 
new position, Jared 
initiated shortleaf pine 
restoration projects and 
landscape-level analyses 
while serving as Zone Sivilcuturist for the London and Redbird 
Ranger Districts (DBNF). His forest management career started by 
serving as Service Forester, Chief Forester, and then District 
Forester for the Kentucky Division of Forestry where he provided 
silvicultural land management plans, prescriptions and cost share 
opportunities to private landowners. Additional work with 
Kentucky Division of Forestry included wildland fire suppression, 
hemlock wooly adelgid control, and American chestnut 
restoration. He received his forestry degree from the University of 
Kentucky, and is a native of Winchester, Kentucky.  

Moving fire forward... 
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6th Fire in Eastern Oak Forests Conference  
July 23-25, 2019 

Penn Stater Hotel and Conference Center, State College, Pennsylvania 

Partners: Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium  Consortium of Appalachian Fire  

Managers and Scientists  Pennsylvania Prescribed Fire Council   ….  More information coming soon! 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

May 12, 2018: Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop  
Twin Pines Conservation Education Center, Winona, MO , for more information, CLICK HERE 

May 15-17, 2018: Southern Blue Ridge FLN Annual Workshop 
Pickens, SC , for more information, CLICK HERE 

May 19, 2018: Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop 
Roaring River State Park, Cassville, MO, for more information, CLICK HERE 

May 21-24, 2018: The Fire Continuum Conference: Preparing for the Future of Wildland Fire  
Missoula, MT, for more information, CLICK HERE 

June 2, 2018: Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop   
Mineral Area College, Farmington, MO, for more information, CLICK HERE 

June 13-14, 2018: FireWorks annual Master Class  
Fire Sciences Lab, Missoula, MT, for more information, CLICK HERE 
June 23, 2018: Missouri Prescribed Fire Council Annual Meeting 
Beaufort, MO, for more information, CLICK HERE 

September 11, 2018, Webinar: Lee Frelich, Un.  Minnesota Center for Forest Ecology 
More information coming soon, CLICK HERE 

October 1-3, 2018: Great Plains Prescribed Fire Summit 
Ardmore, OK, for more information, CLICK HERE 

October 10, 2018: Fire/Forest Management Workshop at Bernheim Forest 
Bernheim Arboretum and Research Forest, Clermont, KY, for more information, CLICK HERE 

October 23-25, 2018: Natural Areas Conference 
Bloomington, IN, for more information, CLICK HERE 

November 20, 2018, Webinar: Greg Nowacki, U.S. Forest Service Regional Ecologist 
Current Efforts to Reignite Prescribed Burning Across Central Hardwood Forests, more information coming soon, CLICK HERE 

December 4, 2018: Matthew Lashley, Fisheries, Wildlife & Aquaculture, Miss. State Univ. 
More information coming soon, CLICK HERE 

July 23-25, 2019: 6th Fire in Eastern Oak Forests Conference 
State College, PA, for more information, CLICK HERE 

Please contribute your event announcements. Send information to: oakfirescience@gmail.com  

Moving fire forward... 

GREAT PLAINS PRESCRIBED FIRE SUMMIT 

October 1-3, 2018, Ardmore, OK 

Topics range from prescribed fire basics to the latest fire science, along with a field 
tour. Contacts: Brian Hays, Natural Resources Institute, bhays@ag.tamu.edu, Russell 

Stevens, Noble Research Institute, rlstevens@noble.org  
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FOR MORE INFO, CLICK HERE 

http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2017/9/2/landowner-fire-ecology-workshop
http://www.sbrfln.com/ws-13-registration.html
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2017/9/2/landowner-fire-ecology-workshop
http://firecontinuumconference.org/
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2017/9/2/landowner-fire-ecology-workshop
https://www.frames.gov/partner-sites/fireworks/fireworks-home/
http://moprescribedfire.org/#grants-and-workshops
http://www.oakfirescience.com/research-publications-1/webinars
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/552bfa74e4b0dcf927eb50b8/t/59f0cc5fe45a7c283427e935/1508953187146/SAVE+THE+DATE+Grerat+Plains+Fire+Summit+%281%29.pdf
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2018/10/10/fire-and-forest-management-at-bernheim-forest
https://naturalareas.org/conference/
http://www.oakfirescience.com/research-publications-1/webinars
http://www.oakfirescience.com/research-publications-1/webinars
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2018/9/18/6th-fire-in-eastern-oak-forests-conference
https://gulfcoastprairielcc.org/media/29084/save-the-date-great-plains-fire-summit.pdf

